PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
NS-RC-PRC-90F Paper Roll Clamp 254 1525mm Opening Range 360 Revolving
Designed for small, medium and large newspaper publishers,
printers, warehouses to handle small, medium and large rolls of
newsprint, form, kraft, linerboard and coated printing stock. The
90F and 100F Paper Roll Clamps are designed for operations
that handle large, heavy rolls such as kraft, linerboard and
heavily coated stocks. They are application rated and field
proven for demanding operations. Availableload capacities
range from 9,000 to 11,000 lbs. depending on the model, with
roll diameters ranging from 51" to 84".
Features:
Ÿ Optimised Roll Handling
Ÿ Excellent durability
Ÿ Serviceability
Ÿ Reduced roll damage
Ÿ Fast roll handling
Ÿ Reduced Roll Damage
Ÿ Proven contact pad shape and surface holds rolls securely
Ÿ Positioned Short Arm and Swing Frame models maintain
thin arm profile over a wide range of roll diameters, easing roll
breakout and permitting close stacking
Ÿ Fast Roll Handling
Ÿ Good visibility through and around clamp
Ÿ Continuous 360° rotation
Ÿ Excellent Durability
Ÿ Unitized construction provides structural integrity in arms
and frame
Ÿ Proven, heavy-duty rotator drive train
Ÿ Pivot bushings are lube-free and provide longer service life
Models:
Ÿ Fixed Frame/Fixed Short Arm
Ÿ Excellent arm profile when handling rolls near max. diameter.
Ÿ Fixed Frame/Positioned Short Arm
Ÿ Good arm profile over a wide range of roll diameters.
Ÿ Swing Frame/Positioned Short Arm
Ÿ Improves handling in tight stacking locations such as boxcar
breakout, allows easy lateral positioning
Ÿ Arms can be positioned to equal length configuration
Ÿ Split Arm
Ÿ The two long arm sections move independently, allowing you
to handle two different size rolls simultaneously.
Options:
Ÿ AFC (Adaptive Force Control) for automatic control of
clamping pressure that changes as roll weight changes
Ÿ 180° mechanical stop group
Ÿ Electronic Rotational Control for precise 180° and 90°
(bilge) positioning
Ÿ Adjustable bumper that ensures rolls are correctly
positioned between the pads, not trapped in the arms
Ÿ Wide variety of rubber, urethane and other pads are
available for improved handling of certain papers
Ÿ Tipping / Unpending
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